In the Security Industry, as in most industries, the name
of the game is keeping clients happy by providing a
quality product at a reasonable price. The difficulties
start when security officers fail to meet their
performance objectives. Supervision plays a key role in
keeping officers performing up to specs, but supervisors
can’t be everywhere at the same time.
Supervisors need tools! Not
tools that tell them after a
problem has developed, but
tools that tell them when it’s
developing, so it can be fixed
before it becomes a huge
client relations nightmare.
Supervisors need Pro-Active
tools that don’t negatively
impact the bottom line. If a
solution is too expensive, is
it really a solution?
Watch-Commander
was
designed by a security
professional who worked in the industry at all levels from
standing post officer to operations management, so the
system is built from the ground up with real world
knowledge and experience. Better still is WatchCommander’s best in the industry pricing, and our
absolutely FREE Lite Version has never before been seen
in the security industry.
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An Android Smart-Phone replaces a dedicated
tracking device.
The phone scans a barcode at each designated
checkpoint location.
It matches the current GPS coordinates against
the coordinates for the scanned checkpoint.
In real-time the location scan is transmitted to
the web for your immediate viewing.
Multiple authentication levels help insure that
others cannot use your barcodes
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In Fact, if anyone scans one of your barcodes,
they’re directed to your company’s homepage.
How’s that for free advertising?
An internal phone timer reminds the officer
before they're late for the next checkpoint
location scan.
The App is self-documenting and can remind
officers where the checkpoints are located,
keeping re-training to a minimum.
Our proprietary Supervisor Connect feature
gives you a simple color coded screen that
summarizes the status of each active site.
If an officer goes beyond a designated gap time,
an automatic email lets supervisors know so
little problems stay little.
The system supports multiple logins for both
supervisors and clients.
Barcodes are printed by the system on your
printers. (no additional software required)
Clients love it because they can review and
report on patrols anytime. Data is available
online, seconds after the officer hits a
checkpoint location.
The mobile app lets officers send messages and
photos to supervisors and/or clients.

We can go on and on with features, but at the end
of the day, what’s important is making your
business as successful and profitable as possible!
Watch-Commander is ready to help, with the Most
cost effective officer tracking solution on the
market today. Thanks for your time!
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